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1. Summary  
 
In response to the unfolding humanitarian situation in Darfur Region CARE Sudan made the 
decision to send in an rapid assessment team to determine magnitude of the humanitarian crisis 
and if CARE Sudan should mount an emergency response effort.  A seven person multi-sector team 
carried out assessments in four different localities within South Darfur state from Marc 21st – 30 th of 
2004.  Information was collected in the field by the Assessment Team using a number of 
methodologies including: focus group sessions, interviews with key informants, direct observation, 
and secondary data review.   
 
In South Darfur State, UNICEF estimates that there are approximately 135,000 displaced persons.    
Access has limited humanitarian assistance to those war-affected and displaced and the situation 
remains dynamic as populations are on-the-move as new attacks, food shortages and fear drives 
people towards safe havens.  The humanitarian response to this crisis has to date been inadequate 
to meet the humanitarian needs.  Most humanitarian actors are only now beginning to mount 
emergency relief efforts of significance.  There is an urgent need for new relief agencies to ad d to the 
on-going response in South Darfur State.  
 
The assessment team highly recommends that CARE Sudan mount a emergency 
response action in South Darfur as soon as possible.  CARE has a strong logistical base of 
support in El Obeid, staff with emergency  experience who can be called in to help start-up 
operations and an ability to expand rapidly by bringing in key staff from other CARE offices.   
  
A full set of recommendations made by the Assessment Team can be found on page fifteen of this 
report.  
 

2. Objectives of Assessment Mission  
 
2.1 Rationale for Mission  
 
The Terms of Reference for CARE’s Assessment Team1 were to:  “In response to the major 
humanitarian crisis due to the civil war, to start immediate relief assistance to the war-displaced 
people in the region of Darfur, CARE Sudan will conduct a rapid assessment through deploying an 
Emergency Response Team in order to: a) assess the areas affected and the magnitude of the 
problem; b) identify the IDPs concentration areas; c) identify current and future needs, priorities 
and possible CARE interventions; and d) examine security situation and risks to staff for future 
humanitarian operations. The assessment team needs to both assess humanitarian needs and the 
feasibility of addressing those needs---logistical, financial and security-wise, etc.”.  
 
The assessment mission was divided up into three main phases.  First to rapidly gain a understanding 
of this very complex crisis and share this learning and information with key decision makers in CARE 
Sudan.  Seco nd,  to travel to South Darfur State, meet with key informants within the GoS , with  tribal 
leaders, with agencies involved with responding to the crisis in Darfur, and then carryout a field 
assessment in as those localities where key informants have identified as areas where humanitarian 

                                                 
1 The Assessment Team Consists of one international team leader, a security and operations expert from CARE Burundi 
a local psycho -social consultant and four CARE Sudan staff members.  The names of this team can be found in table 1.   
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needs and gaps exist.  Assessment reports would then be written-up and shared with CARE and the 
greater humanitarian community.   Third, based on its findings and experiences from the field the 
Assessment Team would develop a report to make recommendations to key decision makers at CARE 
Sudan and assist the country office in selection of program interventions.  
 
The team visited over 30 government and humanitarian agencies and organizations who were 
responding to the crisis; this included a mix of United Nations (UN)  Agencies, Government of 
Sudan Ministries, and local and international non-governmental  organizations (NGOs).  A list of 
these contacts can be found as appendixes B and C.   Through these visits the CARE team was able 
to gain a better understanding of the overall humanitarian situation.  
 
The Assessment Team was made up of a 
multi-sector team comprised of seven 
individuals.  This team carried out rapid 
emergency assessments in four different sites 
within South Darfur State from March 20th 
through – March 30 th.  Names of team 
members and titles and specialty areas can be 
found in table # 1.   
 
Assessments w ere carried out using a rapid 
assessment checklist which was modified 
from Save the Children 
UK’s Rapid Assessment 
Checklist and from 
JENEPI’s Rapid 
Assessment tool- list.  
These two tools where 
selected as a base to 
ensure greater 
consistency with 
assessments 
simultaneously being 
carried-out by IRC and 
Save the Children -USA in 
the Greater Darfur 
Region– both agencies 
also having received 
funding to carryout 
assessments from the Bill 
and Melinda Gates 
Foundations.  The 
assessment checklist can 
be found as an Appendix 
F.  The field assessment 
report for the four 
locations surveyed: Kass, 
Kailek, Kubbum and 
Kalma can be found in 
appendix G 
  
In the field the team used a number of methodologies to collect information including: focus group 
sessions, interviews with key informants, direct observation, and secondary data review.  Since time 
was a major constraint to gathering information – security procedures prevented the time from 

Table # 1 Assessment Team Members  
Name Title and/or Technical area  
Gregory Brady Team Leader 
James Oilor Security and Operations 
 Dr Wali  Health and Nutrition  
Ahmed Abbo Hassan  Food Security and Non-Food-Items 
Mohamed Al Tam  Water and Sanitation  
Mohamed Abdalla  
Gabar  

Education,  Government Relations  

Amna Al Agib  Civilian Protection / Gender  
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traveling at night and from spending nights outside of Nyala2 - the team split into five groups each 
holding a focus group to gather information pertaining to a particular set of needs.  Groups were 
thus formed to gather information on water and sanitation conditions, protection, health, 
education, food security.  Other members of the team were assigned to gather operational details 
and as observers.    
 

3. Background Setting 
 

3.3 Brief Description of the South Darfur State .3    
 
South Darfur State covers a total area of 137,807 
square km and shares its borders with North Darfur 
state in the north, West Darfur state and Chad in the 
west, Republic of Central Africa in the southwest, 
West Bahr el Ghazal state in the south, South and 
West Kordofan states in the east. The total 
population is estimated to be 3,064,000.  The State is 
divided into nine localities- see table 2 : A 
commissioner heads each locality while an appointed 
governor (Wali) heads the state. The capital city of 
the state is Nyala.  
  
Casual observation is enough to highlight the fact 
that very little infrastructural investment has 
occurred in the past 20 years in south Darfur state.  
Many provincial schools are without roofs,   
government office buildings are bare and in disrepair4 and Roads outside of Nyala are in very poor 
condition.   Tarmac roads exist only on major trade routes and between some provincial capitals: 
the exception to this seems to be beginning of some work on the Nyala to Kass road.  During the 
rainy season lasting from May to October, unpaved roads become impassable making passage to 
most provincial centers very difficult. Planning will be needed to avoid disruption of services during 
this period.  
 
Darfur (“tribal lands of the Fur”) is home to at least 36 main tribes, divided between two main 
ethnicities,    Arab and non-Arab groups.  The major ethnic groups include the Rezieghat, Habanya, 
Falat’a, Bni Halba, Taisha, and the Fur.  The Fur, largely peasant farmers, occupy the central belt of 
the region, including the Jebel Marra massif, which is a hilly area containing the richest farming 
area with relatively high soil fertility and water resources. Also in this central zone are the non-Arab 
Masalit, Berti, Bargu, Bergid, Tama and Tunjur peoples, who are all sedentary farmers.  Cattle 
rather than camels are herded by the Arab nomads of the eastern and southern zone of Darfur, who 
comprise the Rezeigat, Habbaniya, Beni Halba, Taaisha and Maaliyya.  

 
4. The Humanitarian Situation  

 
4.1 Overview of the Crisis 

                                                 
2 Please note that it should and could be possible to spend nights out in major provincial towns, and future assessment 
missions should consider this option after checking security with UNSECORD and HAC, and GOS Internal Security. 
However, that said travel at  night should not be undertaken under any circumstances until the security situation 
improves. 
3This section either borrows heavily from or  is directly taken from The Sudan Transition And Recovery Database 
Report On South Darfur State,  United Nations Report,   July 2003 
4 The Commissioners office in Kass is a good example.  The room is sparse and contains barely any furniture, and it is 
clear no investment has been made in a very long time; clearly, a potential indicator that very little government 
investment is going into South Darfur State.  

Table # 2 Locality 
Names in South 
Darfur State 

Pop 

Nyala +700,000 
Sharia 229,727 
Kass 365,000 
El Daien  297,901 
Adeila 122,719 
I.E. Fursan 379,691 
Re Berdi  208700 
Buram  399,738 
Tulus ??????? 
Based on 1993 Census information data carried out when 
State was divided up into 7 Provinces – new division is by 
locality and there are 9 localities – use this information as a 
rough guide only!! 
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"A widespread humanitarian disaster looms 
for the population of Darfur unless large-
scale humanitarian assistance is rapidly 
made possible," A humanitarian source 
working in the region.   

 
In February 2003 the Sudan Liberation Army (SLA) began to launch attacks government troops in 
the Darfur Region.  The attacks were in response to what the SLA consider marginalisation and 
discrimination of non-Arab ethnic groups by Arab 
tribes supported by the Sudanese Government.  
In the past year Darfur has quickly become one of the 
worst humanitarian disaster zones in the world. The 
UN estimates there are b etween 750,000 and 
1,000,000 displaced persons in the Greater Darfur 
Region.  In addition to those displaced there are at least two million persons directly affected by the 
war and approximately 110,000 Darfur refugees across the border in Chad:  more than  one-half of 
Darfur’s total population of six -million people is war-affected.   
 
The conflict is extremely violent and characterized by human rights abuses aimed at the ethnic Fur, 
Masalit, and Zaghawa communities.  Thousand of civilians from these and other ethnic groups have 
been killed in what appear to be deliberate attacks aimed at terrorizing and forcing civilians from 
their homes, thus removing any bases of support for SLA and JEM forces.  On 9 December, United 
Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan stated that he was "alarmed at the rapidly deteriorating 
humanitarian situation in the Darfur region of the Sudan, and by reports of widespread abuses 
against civilians, including killings, rape and the burning and looting of entire villages". 

The majority o f the atrocities have been carried out by Arab militia, also referred to as Janjawid. 
This heavily armed group has combed the countryside on horse and camel backs systematically 
burning homes, looting livestock, killing mainly men and raping women. The Janjawid have also 
abducted capable youth and used them for slave labour, some have been released while others have 
had to pay ransoms to be set free, and others have simply disappeared.  

Janjawid  are highly opportunistic. One of the primary motivations for their actions appear to be 
economic, they target villages for their resources stealing cattle, goats, and have been known to 
move from house to house looting valuable. There have been cases where they have been known to 
collect payments from villagers in order not to attack them. The janjawid are free and carry out 
their atrocities with out any authority interference. Some of them are dressed in military uniform, 
they man check points in the villages and have offices in major town, right next to GoS military 
stations. The GOS claims that it does not have control of these militias. Whether they do or they 
don’t one thing is clear, only the Government has the power to reign in the Janjawid ,  and until 
they do the mayhem against civilians will continue.  

This crisis will not end tomorrow even if a cease fire is declared tomorrow.  The displaced will not go 
home soon. Their villages have been burned their animals stolen and redistributed and their will 
miss this years planting season.   They are afraid to return to the lands until they can be assured that 
the Janjawid are under control.   





 

4.2 General Humanitarian Situation in South Darfur State  

In South Darfur State, UNICEF estimates that there are approximately 135,000 displaced 
persons.  Access has until very recently been limited to less then 1/3 of the geographic coverage 
area of South Darfur.  The situation remains dynamic and populations are on-the-move as new 
attacks, food shortages and fear drives people towards safe havens.  The table # 3 below is a 
rough attempt at tracking IDPs in known locations.  However, the list below in no way reflects 
the total number of sites where displaced person have settled and given the dynamics of the 
situation should be used with caution. OCHO roughly estimates that there are IDP temporary 
resting sites in between 2o and 25 different areas.  This figure is fairly close to a similar guess 
made by CARE Assessment Team Members.   

Table # 3:  Internally Displaced Populations and Locations of Displacement  

 
Displacement Site Nam e Location  Estimated 

Number 
of IDPs 

Remarks 

Kalama 17 SE of Nyala  12,0005 Only Official Camp in South Darfur – 
Pop increasing rapidly  

Kass Kass Administrative Unit   350006 Population Rising rapidly – from 
Shattaya area  

Kubbum In western Darfur  4000- 
5000 

Ed Fursan Administrative Unit  

Um La  Basa Ed el Fursan Administration 
Unit  

2,500 Reported to Assessment Team by 
Tribal Chiefs on March 27th  

Dadgussa Kass Administration Unit  7,500 Reported by tribal chiefs 
Habooba  Ed El Fursan  800 Reported by tribal chiefs  
Dibis  Kass Administrative Unit  ??  
Gemeza Korma Western Darfur (access from 

South 
1500 Assessment information from over a 

month past 
Manawasi  Mersheng Admi Unit  3000 Assessment date of 17 March  
Mersheng Mersheng Ad Unit  6130 Assessment date of 17 March  
Duma N Nyala 2000 Assessment date of 17 March  
Ed Da’ein   1500 In Sharyia area – early reported 

displacement –Security has limited 
access 

Thur, Nyama N Nyala 9700 – Attacked on th 29th of March – IDP 
have moved 

Nertiti Weet  11,235 Reported by Interagency Assessment 
R 

Kailec Kass Locality  9000 IDPs on the move from this camp  
Mellam  Sharia  5000 Old information  

Includes locations in Western Darfur if IDPs from South Darfur State are known to moved to those areas or 
if service access to those locations would logically come from Nyala 

Information is available about displacement from the North, the Northwest  and Southwest and 
West.  However, very little information is available about Shattaya area in the Northwestern 
section of the State and from the South where recent SLA attacks in Burrum and subsequent 
fighting between SLA and GoS and movement of popular defense forces (PDF) are surely to have 
caused additional movement.  CARE’s assessment mission confirms previous reports of 
displacement in the Shattaya Administrative Unit  (Kass Locality).  The CARE Team drove 
through nine burnt out Fur villages (see assessment reports attached) and was able to gather 
information from IDPs and tribal chiefs of a further 14 villages that h ad been attacked and 
                                                 
5 April 6 UN Report  
6 Ibid 
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burned. In these 23 villages its estimated that a population of approximately 40,000 people 
were living.  Populations living in this area are known to have moved into the towns of Kass, 
Kaileck, Dadagussa, Um-La bassa, and Nyala.  

 Pattern of Displacement 

Displacement patterns seem to start with the economically advantaged, fearing attack,  moving 
to Nyala, Khartoum, Obied, etc where they have relations or connections.  Then, as areas are 
attacked by Janjawid militia major population movement takes place towards neighboring 
villages or towards larger market towns within a Locality.  At the time of the writing of this 
report OCHA estimates some 20 – 25 IDP sites exist across South Darfur However, the 
emerging pattern from other States and in South Darfur seem to indicate that the displaced in 
smaller villages or IDP camps  continue to be harassed, attacked and are consequently trying to 
move toward areas where 
they feel they be better 
prothected such as Nyala, 
and Provincal centers such 
as Kass, Kabuum, etc.  This 
emerging pattern will put 
enormous pressure on 
these towns; some of which 
have lower populations 
then the current IDP 
populations; an example is 
Kass where on the 30 th of 
March WFP -Nyala 
reported that 23,000 IDPs 
had gathered in a town 
with a population of only 
30,000 persons. Further 
evidence exists in Kalma 
camp where the HAC 
representatives cite that in 
the last week the camp has been growing at rates of 400 persons per day.  A more recent trend 
has been that we are beginning to see displaced families moving away from host family 
household and heading to IDP camps as they have exhausted their welcome and perhaps the 
resources of host families.  Some stories are also starting to emerge of host families moving out 
to Kalma camp.    

4.3 Humanitarian Situation by Sector 
 
4.3.1 Protection 
 
Civilian Protection  
 
War affected populations first and greatest need is protection 
from attack.  Those interviewed by the Team almost uniformly 
cited the issue of civilian protection as their number one 
priority. Illustrative of this is the fact that some internally 
displaced, fearing attack, have requested humanitarian agencies 
not to distribute aid under current situations.   This represents a 
huge challenge to agencies providing emergency response 
assistance.  Assistance should and can only be given in conjunction with assurances that civilian 
protection issues are addressed or being addressed.  
 

 There is no distinction 
between civilian and 
military targets in this 
war” (United Nations 
Protection Officer)  
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In Kailek the Assessment team witnessed displaced persons in prisoner-of-war like 
circumstances; groups of men unable to move 50 meters, guarded by armed militia who were 
the same men who burned and looted their villages.  Women in this temporary displacement 
camp were harassed and exposed to numerous incidents of gender-based violence; with cases of 
systematic and organized rape being committed by the armed militia.   Food deliveries received 
the day before our arrival at the site were reported to be picked over first by those guarding 
them and food was distributed only after high value items were removed - this includes 
removing quantities of sorghum to feed the militias horses.    
 
The Government of Sudan needs to take concrete measures to ensure the observance of their 
obligations under international humanitarian law and humanitarian actors must be willing to 
put pressure on authorities until they meet their obligations to protect civilian populations.  
Unfortunately this is going to be a difficult process as it appears that local government officials 
have no say in the command chain.  
 
CARE Sudan will need to build and 
perhaps constantly adapt a flexible 
and mobile approach that will allow 
CARE to deliver emergency life-saving 
services in locations where IDP 
protection issues exist.  Such services 
– emergency health and water – need 
to be combined with protection measures such as witnessing, speaking-out and persuasion.   
 
Child Protection  
 
The assessment team met many families that had lost children during the process of fleeing 
from their villages.  In one community (Kailek) we heard of 145 children that were separated 
from their families.   This finding corresponds with other reports from other States within the 
Greater Darfur Region,  but it  impossible to say more than that there are probably thousands of 
children separated from their families.  We met many children who were being cared for by 
other families and who did not know the status of their parents.  Once families are settled into 
more stable environments child tracing networks will need to be established.  
 
Child abduction is also a part of this crisis.  The assessment team confirmed reports that both 
young boys and girls had been taken from their parents by force.  These families had not seen 
their children and could only speculate upon their safety.  However, the team heard stories of 
abducted boys (12 – 16 years of age) being used to herd and care for animals stolen by the 
Janjawid.  In Kailek we heard of 81 girls having been taken.  No information exists as to their 
whereabouts.  
 
Gender-based Violence 
 
One of the emerging horrors of this war that it appears that violence against women has been 
used as a means to systematically and methodically terrorize Fur communities. There is 
speculation that the targeted raping of Fur girls and women – often in front of their families - is 
beings done to traumatize and intimidate these populations, with the objective of permanently 
driving them away from their villages and lands.  There are also reports of women being 
tortured and humiliated in a very public fashion.  The profound physical and psychological 
consequence on these women mental health and physical well-being is something that will need 
to be addressed mental health professionals as soon as the conflict allows. Fortunately, the 
pervasiveness and visibility of rape in these communities has resulted in a surprising level of 
community support and understanding.  There is openness and desire by communities to tell 
the story of what has happened to them that hopefully will transcend any social stigmatisms 
commonly associated with acts of violence against wo men.  

“Humanitarian work is as much about ensuring 
respect for international humanitarian and human 
rights norms as it is about giving aid. 
 
ALNAP Protection Manual  
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4.3.2 Food/nutrition  
 
The food security situation at the time of this report (April 2nd ) in the south appears to be “good 
to fair” with only a very few cases of malnutrition being reported.  Last years harvest in the south 
was good and families were in relatively good condition prior to displacement.  However, all 
evidence seems to point to a rapidly declining situation.  While no specific nutritional surveys 
are available for south Darfur fresh arrivals in the major IDP camps are showing signs of 
malnutrition.  In Kalma camp 41 cases of severe malnutrition were reported by Ministry of 
Health staff in the camp in the week of 20 -27 April.    
 
A decline in the displaced and host communities nutritional status should be expected.  Most of 
the displaced were unable to carry -out food stuffs with them as they fled and most families have 
likely used up this stock at this point in time.7  Additionally, host family resources are being 
depleted as we are approaching planting season very few people will have surplus quantities of 
food.  Typically these agro -pastoralist people would – at this time of year – be reliant on animal 
stocks to supplement their food supply.  However, since the majority of their animals were 
stolen by the Janjawid there is no secondary economic livelihood strategy to rely on. With some 
85% of all Fur villages currently displaced - and very little chance of a return to their lands in the 
near future the coming agricultural season will not be a good one.  This means no harvest for 
most in November – December. This will clearly have a major impact upon food availability 
within the State.  And will leave many people dependent on food aid in the coming year. 
Contingency planners as WFP are already making estimates on the quantities of food needed to 
feed some 290,000 persons in South Darfur and West Darfur - the Waleh Salah areas of SE 
West Darfur.   
 
And  with worsening road conditions during the raining season June – October and worsening 
insecurity - due to increased SLA and GoS fighting in South Darfur State -  many communities 
may not be reachable.  If this is indeed the cases those communities are going to need to move 
towards food distribution points in the north; further worsening the human condition.    
 
4.3.3 Shelter, and Non-Food-Items (NFIs) 
 
South Darfur State has highest percentage gap between identified needs and available of Non-
food-items and shelter of any State in the Greater Darfur Region (See table 4).  Few agencies are 
working in the state and consequently most resources have been directed towards North and 
West Darfur State where until recently most of the fighting and needs were to be found.  

                                                 
7 CARE’s Assessment team has only seen one case where families were able to move food with them and that was 
in Kubbum camp where people fled their villages just prior to the attack and were allowed by the Janjawid to move 
with their donkeys – however their animals where stolen.  
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Table 4: Activities and stocks as of 30th of  March  
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North 
343,584 ICRC,UNICEF, 

SCF-UK, Goal, 
Oxfam 

57,264  13,145 44,119 14,350 42,91
4 

75% 

South 
145,496 ICRC, 

UNICEF, 
24,249  1,103 23,146 784 23,46

5 
97% 

West  
380,667 UNICEF, 

Medair, MSF 
63,4 45  3,943 59,502  6,828 56,61

7  
89% 

Total 869,747    144,958 18,191 126,767  21,962  122,9
96 

87% 

Stocks in Khartoum and Elsewhere 32,500  112,45
8 

77.5% 

To date, agencies have supplied a package of shelter and various non-food items including a piece of plasticsheeting 
(4*5m), rope, poles, cooking pots, utensils, blankets for a family of 5-6 persons.  Shelter requirements have been based on 
the estimated total number of IDPs, using an average family size of 5.5 persons. 
Table was developed by UN OCHA   

 
As more and more people begin to concentrate into IDP camps seeking protection the need for 
shelter and non-food items will rise.  Currently even those people in Kalma camp - the best of 
the IDP camps/locations in South Darfur State - lack adequate shelter to protect them from the 
rain.   And most families who will be arriving into Kalma and other camps will have nothing and 
will need to receive a basic NFI kit – as described in the table above. The provision of shelter 
materials should be considered as one of the highest priorities.     
 
However, in many camps were security is not assured the distribution of new and shiny UV 
treated blue UN tarps would be ultimately hazardous to the health of the displaced … drawing-in 
the Janjawid .  Agencies involved with distribution of Non-food-items will need to be very 
concerned and aware of civilian protection issues.  In general distribution of NFIs should be 
limited to relatively secure environments where IDPs are have expressed readiness to settle.  

 
4.3.4 Water/sanitation  
 
In almost all the sites visited (except Kalma)  those displaced lacked adequate water and 
sanitation facilities.  Latrines were completely lacking in three out of the four sites visited (only 
in Kalma camps did we find latrines).  Open defecation in nearby areas was practiced and 
evidence of bloody diarrhea was found.   
 
Most of the impromptu displaced sites had been established in the vicinity of a water point, but 
in all these sites conditions of crowding were occurring (waiting time exceeded 20 minutes in 
most locations and families were making 5- 9 trips per day to meet minimum water 
requirements due to a lack of water storage vessels).    In one site water collection was being 
done at an open well with multiple buckets thus leaving us to speculate that contamination had 
occurred.    
 
Meeting the water and environmental health needs of IDPs should be the first step in the 
establishment of any new IDP camp.  Only in the Kalma camp can one say that the minimum 
needs for water or sanitation services are trying to be addressed – and these needs are quickly 
being overrun as this camp grows rapidly beyond its current numbers.    
 
On the bright-side it appears that GoS Water Environmental Sanitation Department (WES) has 
carried-out a needs assessment and a plan of action for South Darfur State.  This plan is not 
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funded at this point in time except for work currently being carried out by WES in Kalma camp; 
funded by UNICEF.   
 
In many areas where IDPs have been forced to temporarily shelter themselves there are needs 
for improving water access and sanitation conditions.  However, given the likely movement of 
the IDPs from these locations in the near future… due to insecurity etc… temporary low-cost 
solutions need to be found; such as trench latrines, hand-dug wells, and issuance of chlorine 
tablets water purification.  Kailek is a perfect example.  While the human condition is horrible, 
attempts to bring this location to minimum standards should not be made.  This camp should be 
viewed as a temporary holding location and every attempt should be focused on local level 
advocacy to allow their freedom of movement. This means – yes to life preserving services and 
no to building infrastructure or durable services in the camp.  
 
4.3.5 Health  and Nutrition  
 
Health conditions appear to be worsening in all the camps visited.  Populations in the three of 
the four camps visited (Kailek, Kubbum, and Kass) were living in densely pack human 
settlements often without shelter, latrines, or adequate water sources.  These are ripe conditions 
for disease and indeed reports are beginning to show higher levels of malnutrition and increased 
morbidity.  A number of cases of bloody diarrhea were seen and probably as a result of that 
increased rates of global malnutrition are being seen.    No reliable health information date 
exists in these temporary IDP settlements… only anecdotal information can be cited making it 
very difficult to understand disease patterns of trends  
 
Health services are very limited and in most locations the availability of medical supplies and 
drugs would not allow for treatment even if medical personnel were existing.  The Ministry of 
Health has not yet mounted any significant effort to provide support to displaced peoples.  Some 
services are being supplied by SRC and by volunteers in Kass and Kalma, but in general one can 
say there is a huge gap in terms of services that will need to be addressed in very near future to 
avoid serious outbreaks of disease.    
 
Lastly, given the high incident of rape that has already occurred and high risks of gender-based 
violence in displaced settings any basic health services should include reproductive health 
services.  

  
4.3.6 Education  
 
Only in some of the more well-established camps such as Kalma and Kubbum have we seen the 
beginning of basic schooling opportunities.  In other areas displacement and arrival in camps 
has been too recent and very little has been done to address children’s educational needs.  
 
Children of Fur, Maisaleit and Zaghawa villages that have taken the blunt of Janjawid attacks 
have been severely traumatized; often having witnessed acts of murder, rape and brutality.  They 
have seen their homes burned and have had to flee from their villages.  Many children have lost 
one or both of their parents in attacks by the Janjawid and oth ers have been separated from 
their parents and families.  The assessment team heard of and encountered several  children 
that were without their families.   
 
These children need opportunities to return normalcy to their lives.  Education offers one such 
means of returning children’s sense of order and offers them a way to move beyond recent 
memories. Additionally, children who need more specialized psychological assistance can be 
more easily identified in a school setting by impartial teachers – who could be trained to identify 
children with special needs and then refer these children to appropriate health professionals.  
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Schools also provide appropriate forums to teach new behaviors that may be needed in 
children’s new displaced settings… use of existing sanitation facilities, hygiene practices, etc.  .   
Lastly, schools can act as a protection device.  Children can be trained in how to act in their new 
environment, and schools can shield children and adolescents from ongoing insecurity, 
exposure to landmines, and a place guarded from sexual violence. 

 

5. Humanitarian Response  
 
Unfortunately, the humanitarian effort is just now gearing-up in south Darfur. Very little is 
currently being done to help the displaced and war-affected families.  Only a few UN agencies 
who where previously on the ground supporting Dinka displaced or drought affected 
populations have been able to mount any sort of reasonable response.  Among the international 
NGO community based in Nyala only MSF-F and MSF-H have mounted serious emergency 
response programs, but both of these agencies are responding across the border into West 
Darfur.  There is a real need for more partners to implement activities on the ground.  
 
Given this minimal response from the UN and International NGOs efforts Humanitarian Aid 
Commission (HAC) complaints about NGO’s “only doing assessments” is somewhat justified. 
The NGO community appears to be divided and in some cases stigmatized by the debate of 
whether to be co -opted by the apparent GOS strategy “war strategy”.   
 
Two local NGOs SRC and SPCR have been doing a admirable job of responding to the crisis.  
These agencies have been involved with assisting WFP and UNICEF in delivering services.  
Unfortunately, it appears that both of these agencies have reached or exceed their logistical 
capacities to do more with out significant additions of human and capital investment. 

NGOs/UN agencies are facing many constraints and challenges in delivering services in South 
Darfur State. They lack adequate human and capital resources and are unable to access many 
areas in need due to insecurity or denial of access by the GoS.   
 
In short the field is open for action, and the needs are great.  By intelligently and carefully taking 
a leap into action while championing a principled approach it is my belief that CARE can and 
will lead others to action.   A listing by NGO Response is given in Appendix C.  
 
6. Humanitarian Actions for consideration 
 
6.1 Contract with WFP to delver food to South Darfur – WFP is currently unable to 

manage its food program in the way it wants to using its local partners and wishes to a 
international NGO to take over this activity.  CARE has this ability and should consider 
taking on this contract.  Simply put… no other NGO currently on the ground has the 
capacity and none could do a better job.   

 
6.2. IDP Camp Services and potentially Camp Management – There will soon be  

75,000 to 100,000 persons in IDP camps in South Darfur8.  At this point in time there is 
no single international organization involved with camp management or camp services 
in the State.  The need for this type of service is clear and CARE can and should 
intervene at camps where IDPs have relatively good security such as Kalma, Kass and 
unidentified others.   

 
6.3 Provision of life preserving serv ices  - Many IDPs are trapped and unable to move 

to safer areas because of either government regulations or an inability to traverse 
country sides roaming with Militias.   These IDPs live in life threatening environments 

                                                 
8 At the time of this report Kass had 36,000 persons, Kalma 15,000, Kubbum – 7000+ .  As IDPs congregate into 
regional centers these numbers will grow.  
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where they are at risk of attack by  Janjawid  and were where they feel they cannot stay.  
Kailek is one of those locations.  In this type of setting CARE Sudan may wish to provide 
only limited life preserving services. Such services can be based on models currently 
being provided by MSF-Holland and MSF France. 
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Appendix A:  Contact list for Khartoum 
 

Contact List for Khartoum 
Organization  Name  Title  Contact 

Information  
Date 
Contacted  

MSF – France Francoise 
Deflosse 

Country 
Representative  

01213 -3246 16 March 2004 

ICRC  Nicolai Panke  Head of Sub-
delegation  

011-476464 
012151246 

15 March 2004 

Save the 
Children UK  

Kate Halff Country 
Representative 

 14-March 2004 

Save the 
Children USA  

Adam Koons Country 
Representative 

01239-13 76 10 March 2004 

World Food 
Program  

MW Khan  Darfur 
Coor dinator 

01230-8939  10 March 2004 

OCHA  Daniel 
Christiansen  

Coordinator 
DARFUR  

 12 March 2004 

UNICEF – 
Protection Team   

 Consultant   12 March 2004  

International 
Rescue 
Committee  

Gerald Martone Emergency 
Response 
Director  

 9 March 2004  

Save the 
Children USA  

Bob Laprade Emergency 
Operations 
Director  

01268-2148 10 March 2004 

OCHA 
Coordinator  

Rob Holding Senior 
Humanitarian 
Affairs Officer 
OCHA 
 

Tel +249 11 
773123 
Fax +249 11 773 
128 
Mobile +249 
1230 6469 
  
 
 

 

UN Updates web 
page 

  Unsudanig.org 
 

 

IRC  Roberta ???  Health Advisor 01215-0264 10 March 2004 
FAO  Marc Bellmans Agricultural 

Specialist  
 Phone contact 

made 
OFDA Doug Mercado OFDA 

Representative  
 17 March  

UNSECORD Naquib Noory  Deputy Field 
Security 
Coordination 
Officer 

11 773128  
012304065 

March 20th  
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Appendix B:  Contact list for South Darfur 

 
 

Contact List For Organizations working in Nyala, South Darfur State  
Organization Name  Contact 

Made 
Position Contact Details  

HAC Jamal Yussuf Idris  X Commissioner 0711 307-92 
HAC Abdel Raouf  X Deputy Commissioner  0126 435-22 
WALI  Office   0711 326-16 

0711323-19 
0711323-06 

Ministry of 
Health  

OFFICE  X  327-49 

Ministry of 
Health  

Dr Abdul Omer Jalah  X Minister 0121 40867 

EPI  Dr. Mohamed Omar   Nutrition Department 0129 586-39 
 Dr James Fassi   Deputy DG  0124 36131 
 Fouad Yousif Adam  MOH EPI 0128 977-78 
 Dr Sidiq  EPI 31435 
 Emfaman Hussin Mohamed   Deputy Head EPI South 

Darfur 
0126 459-75 

 EPI    0711 314-35 
Ministry of 
Social  Welfare  

Jadeen Jadallah  X  0711 379-48 

WHO  El Bashier El Tayeb Saliam   Head of Darfur Program  0129 90 6941 
UNDP    0711 332-82 
WFP  Abdel Malik Omer Osman X Head of Darfur Program 0711 369-65 

0711 350-00 
0123093-45 

WFP Adam Ali Omar X LOG 0121 60 403 
WFP Sami  X Deputy Head of Program  Fax 0711 33091 
UNICEF Mohamed Mahock???sp     
UNICEF Ali Abulgasim  X Resident Project Officer 0711 347-24 

0121 63056 
0711 347-23 

UN OCHA Helene Quentrec  
 
 
 

X Humanitarian Affairs 
Officer  

0711 272-31 
0121 40592 
0711 311-07 
Helene.quentrec@undp.org  

UN OCHA   Field Coordinator UN 
OCHA Nyala 

0121 405-92 

SRC  Abdel Karmim Idriss Hassan  X Branch Director 0711 343-74 
0121 40742 

 Abedel Haram Ibrahim  X   
Spanish RC  Beatriz Sesidedos  Darfur Coordinator 012 679 199 
     
Oxfam  Hussein Abdallah  X Project Team Leader 0711 328-82 Office 

0711 31525 Home 
Oxfam -nyala@oxfam.org.k  

DED  Office Nyala   0711 374-32 
 

Sudan French 
Bank  

Office Nyala    0711 323-05 
0711 332-80 
0711 328-89 fax 

Omar Abdalla 
Ahamed  

Director of Nyala Branch  X  0126 568 15 

MSF-H  Samuel Treglown -  X Water ad Sanitation 
Logistician  

0121 50719 

MSF-F Naoufel  X Nyala Logistician 0121 59904 
Airport     0711 357-58 
Sudan Airways    0128 488-96 
Green Flag Mr Rachid  Helicopter Evacuation  0123 06724 
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Appendix F:  Assessment Checklist 
 
 

CARE Sudan  
 

DARFUR Rapid Assessment Checklist9  
 
 
 

Victims/Displaced Population Profile 
 

1. General Characteristics: 
 

a. Determine the reason why the displ aced population left their village or area, and when they 
fled 

b. Determine the approximate number of displaced people within the camp or resettled area 
c. Determine from which locations they came from  
d. How long of a time did it take for each of the arriving groups (villages)  to arrive in the 

location  
e. Determine how they are arriving. Are they scattered individuals or families, or clans, tribal, 

ethnic, or village groups? 
f.  Was there damage to infrastructure and critical facilities within your village?  Where your 

homes damaged or destroyed?  
g.  Was there any damage to your agriculture crops or food supply 
h. What is the average family size? Are families moving together or have they been separated?  
i. Determine the approximate numbers and ages of men, women, and children (ages 0-5, 6-14, 

15 and over).  
j. Are families able to carry with them any food or household belongings? Determine what or 

characterize what the displaced population has as personal property (what percent were 
able to bring food and clothing with them)   

k. Determine if livestock was brought along. 
l. Determine if shelter materials were brought along.  
m. Determine if other possessions were brought along. 
n. Determine how many are arriving per week. Are more coming? 
o. Do families plan to stay in this location or do they plan to move to another location? If so 

where?  ?  
p. Have other members of your community gone to another location?  If so why?  How many 

people went to that other location?  Where is that location?  Do you know if people are 
moving towards Khartoum or El Obeid, If so why Was it mostly men or women who went?   

 
q. Finally, draw a map showing concentrations of affected people along with key geographical 

and logistical features.  
 
 

2. Health and Nutrition Status: 
 

a) Determine how many deaths occurred in the past week. 
b) Determine how many children under 5 died in the same period, disaggregated by sex 
c) Determine the main cause of death for each group. 
d) Determine the crude mortality rate. 
e) Determine whether measles vaccinations have been provided. If provided, give general date  of 

vaccinations. 
f) What is the percentage of children vaccinated? 
g) Determine the incidence of diarrhea among adults and children.  
h) Determine the most common diseases among children and adults.  
i)  Determine or estimate the number of major injuries and the type of injury. Specify traumatic injuries 

requiring surgery or hospitalisation (for example, fractures, head injuries, internal injuries). 
 
Nutrition 

 

                                                 
9 This Rapid Assessment Guide borrows heavily from the following documents:  JNEPI Rapid Assessment form,  Save the Children UK’s 
Emergency Assessment Checklist, and OFDA’s FOG .  SPHERE guidelines came from 2004 Edition of the SPHERE Project. 
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j)  Check nutritional indicators of food shortages by sex, such as: 
k) Signs of marasmus, kwashiorkor, or other signs of malnutrition 
l)  Increased illness among children 
m)  Has there been a significant diet change since you arrived at this site (that is, quantity, quality, 

type). 
n) Determine the attendance and effectiveness of supplementary and therapeutic feeding programs. 

 
SPHERE Key Indicators 
 
• One community health worker per 500 – 1000 persons  
• A central health facility – referral central for 50,000 or more people with at least one doctor with surgical 

skills 
• Access to a consistent supply of essential drugs  

 
 

3. Availability of Shelter and Non-Food Items  
 
a) What kind of shelter do the IDPs have at present.  Describe the type of shelter material available.  
b) What is the total covered area available to the IDPs  
c) How many IDPs are using this shelter (calculate average covered area per person)  
d) Is there an unmet need for shelter material meeting SPHERE standards …. If so how much 

additional shelter is needed for present population?   
e) Based on admittance rate to location per day and assuming IDPs will remain in this locality how 

much shelter material will be required to meet needs within the next 30 days.  
f ) Will shelter material needs change in the coming next 3 months – in terms of the type of shelter 

needed and quantity needed.     
g) Is the site for the IDP location safe from external threats  
h) Is fuel wood or cooking fuel available at this site allowing families to cook their foods 
i)  How far will women or children have to walk to collect firewood?  
j)  Are those locations considered to be safe to allow women or children to collect firewood?  
k) If animals were brought with the IDP’s do they have adequate grazing grounds within the near 

vicinity.  If not how far away will herders need to travel to graze their animals?  Are these locations 
considered safe ?  

l)  Do arriving IDPs have more than one full set of clothes (the clothes they are wearing)  
m)  Do families have necessary household items (1 cooking pot, water collection container (20 litters) 

water basin ,  1 kitchen knife, 2- 4 spoons , eating plates, mugs, soap, blankets)    
n) Is there an agency that is providing NFI’s  
o) Determine the accessibility to the affected areas for both assessment and delivery. 

 
SPHERE Key Indicators 
 

• Is the IDP site located in a place safe from external threats? 
• The site should be located at a place where adequate supplies of water are available  
• The covered area (Shelter from sun, rain)  available per person averages 3.5 – 4.5 meters 
• People have appropriate household items(cooking pots, eating  plates, mug, water containers)  
• Each person has 250 grams of soap 
 

 
4. Protection Issues  - Remember these are delicate questions, please let people know up-front that they 

should only answer these questions if they feel comfortable in doing so. Please inform those you 
interview that the assessment team will keep confidential all responses answers and not attribute 
information collected to any individual or community.  
 

a) How many families are headed by a woman?  
b) How many families are headed by a child?  
c) Are there any children that have been separated from their parents?  If so what caused 

separation?  
d) Are there any old people that are not living with their family  
e) Are there any disabled/crippled, mentally handicapped, amputees, or blind people that are 

not living with their family or without someone to help them.   
f ) Do boys and girls have to travel far to get water, to use a latrine, collect firewood or graze animals?  

If so can they do so safely?  
g) Have any girls being taken away by force from your community?  If so do you know why?  
h) Are their any girls within your community that have been assualted. ?  
i)  Is there any evidence that sexual assualt is being used systematically as an instrament? 
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j)  What measurements are taking place to make enviroment for women safer?  
k) What measurements could be taken to increase the safety of girls and women?   
l)  Are any boys being taken away by force?  
m)  Are any boys being taken to fight with soldiers?  
n) What are the ethnic groups of this community?  
o) Determine if there is a mix of ethinc groups within the displacedlocation. If there is does this create 

tensions or disadvantage or advange one group over the other?   
p) Are there different ethnic groups of people nearby?   
q) Did those ethinic groups face similar types of attacks as your group faced?  
r) What do people do when they feel that they are being threatened?  
s) Have any people in the people been murdered? If so how many?  
t) Are there any people from community that are missing?  
u) Are there any people from the community that have been taken by force?  
v) Is there any unofficial tax or money being demanded from villagers by other people?  
w) Are  there people from your community that have decided to or have alread left this area – this 

displaced camp?  If so How many ?  And  where are they going when they leave? Why are they 
leaving?  

x) What would make them feel safe or want to stay in the community?  
y) What is preventing people from returning home to the community?  
z) What would make them feel safe to return home?  
aa)  What would make them feel safe back in their home village?  
bb)  Is there any tension or fighting in areas surrounding your village?  
cc) Who is in charge of your communtiy – who ensures law and order within your group?  
dd)  Have there been events that have casused a particularly large proportion of the children of this 

community to be traumatized ?  
 
SPHERE Key Indicators 

 
• Individuals experiencing acute mental distress after to exposure to traumatic stressors have access 

to psychological first aid and health facilities in their communities  
 
 

5. Education Status  
 

a) How many children of primary and secondary school age are among the IDPs? 
b) Were these children attending school in their villages prior to displacement?  
c) Is there a school in the nearby?  
d) Will IDP’s children be allowed to attend this school? 
e) What added resources are needed to allow this to happen?   
f) What is the average travel time for IDP primary and secondary school students  to reach 

these schools 
 

6. Availability of Water and Sanitation facilities  
 

Water  
a) Determine whether there is safe access to water for vulnerable groups.  
b) How many liters of water is available per person per day?  
c) Determine the source and quality of the water.  
d)  How  many drinking water sources are there?  
e) What kind of water sources are available, borehold, handdug well, water station, river?  
f) How many people use each water source?  
g) Determine the length of time users wait for water. Are there long cues waiting to collect water? 
h) Do boys and girls have to travel far to get water each day?  
i) Is bathing and washing water collected here? 
j) Are there any other activities carried-out around the water source? 
k) How far is this water source from the IDP site?  
l) How do you store water? What kind of containers do you have?  
m) Determine who is in charge of the local water system(s) (community group, committee, and 

national authority). 
n) Determine the evidence of water- related diseases. Is there evidence of water- related diseases?   
o) Are there any conflicts at the water source – when IDPs go to gather water?  
 
Sanitation  
a) Are there any latrines available to the displaced population, if so how many and at what distance 

from the settlement. ? 
b) What is the condition and maintenance of those latrines? 
p) Has the design and placement of latrines are affecting their use because of cultural taboos. 
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q) Is there is safe access to latrines for women and girls. 
r) How many people use each latrine?  
s) Do children use these latrines? If not,  Why not?  
t ) What other places do people defecate?  
u) Do people use hand-washing before eating?  
v) Are people able to get soap or other washing items?  
w) How is garbage waste disposed? Are the garbage pits maintained, burned, or cleaned?  
x) Are there rats or other rodents that feed on the garbage?  

 
SPHERE Key Indicators 

 
• There is at least 1 water point per 250 people. 
• At least 15 litres of water per person per day is collected. 
• The maximum distance from any shelter to the nearest water point is 500 metres. 
• At least one latrine for every 20 persons 

 
 

 
7. Food Security Status  

 
a)  Ascertain the effects of the “displacement causing event” on actual food stocks  and standing crops 

(damaged/destroyed).  
b)  How many meals a day are families now eating? 
c) Is there enough food available to meet all the families food needs?  
d)  Do some household members have less access to foo than others?  
e)  Are the common foods available in market? 
f) How are the prices of the foods in the market?  
g)  Can IDP families afford to buy any food?  
h)  Have any humanitarian agencies been distributing food at the displacement site?  
i)  What kinds of foods have been distributed?  
j)  What is the daily ration that is distributed?  
k)  Who is the food distributed to: men, women? 
l)  Are all IDPs equally representated at the distribution?   
m)  Are people eating wild plants, roots, berries, fruits, to supplement their ration?  
n)  Do people have enough wood or fuel for cooking?  
o)  Where do they get their fuel wood to cook?  Who gets that fuel wood? Are their any problems 

associatied with gathering fuel wood.  
p)  Did the farmers harvest the last crop planting prior to their movement out of their village?  
q)  Is there enough animal food/fodder for the animals they have brought with them?. 
r) What are the coping strategies that families typically use when they are short of food ?   
s) If security allows you to return to your lands before the rainy season arrives, will you have seed to plant 

your farm ? 
 

SPHERE Key Indicators 
 
• General rations are introduced only when absolutely necessary, targeted to those who need the 

food most, and discontinued as soon as possible  
• Food assistance to refugees or IDPs is based on assessment of their situation and needs, not 

on their status as refugees or IDPs 
• Where ther is a risk of food aid being commandeered or used by combatants in an armed 

conflict, measurements are put in lace to avoid it fuelling the conflict  
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Capacities of Displaced Population and NGOs   
 

This section should be completed though key informant interviews.  Cross reference answers through focus 
group questions to IDPs  

 
  
a) 

 
What is the capacity of local authorities, NGOs etc, to respond to the situation  

 
Health 

a)  What resources are already available to help the IDPs 
b) Are health clinics services available to the IDPs 
c) Are medical supplies available at these clinics  
d)  Are these resources sufficient to meet present needs.  For how long.   
e)  When will Human and material resources be overwhelmed?  
f) Sources of health care in the location of the IDPs  
g)  Determine the amount and type of medical supplies and drugs that are available onsite or in- country.  
h)  Determine additional amounts and types of medical supplies and drugs needed immediately from 

sources outside the stricken area. 
i)  Determine what additional medical equipment is needed and can be readily obtained to deal with major 

injuries.  
j)  Determine if a health information system is in place to monitor the affected population and provide 

surveillance and intermittent population-  based sample surveys that should: 
 

Water 
a. What is the cost of renting a water tanker in Nyala? 
b. What are the costs of renting donkey carts at IDP site? 
c. What are the costs of buying a Jerry-can at the market? 
d. Are there any other organizations planning to intervene in the water sector at this locality? 
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Appendix G:  Assessment Reports for Kass, Kailek, Kubbum and Kalma 


